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Abstract1

The existence of earthquakes within continental lithospheric man-2

tle remains a highly controversial topic. Here, we present a detailed set3

of seismological analyses confirming the occurrence of a mantle earth-4

quake beneath the Wind River Range of central Wyoming. Combining5

regional waveform inversion with the analysis of the delay and rela-6

tive amplitudes of teleseismically-observed depth phases, we demon-7

strate that the 2013 Wind River earthquake – aMW 4.7 highly-oblique8

thrust-faulting event – occurred at 75±8km, well beneath the base of9

the crust. The magnitude, mechanism, and location of this earthquake10

suggest that it represents simple brittle failure at relatively high tem-11

peratures within the mantle lithosphere, as a result of tectonic, rather12

than magmatic, processes.13

14

Keywords: Continental lithosphere, rheology, earthquake seis-15

mology, mantle earthquake.16
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17

Highlights:18

• Detailed source analysis of aMW 4.7 earthquake in central Wyoming19

• A rare example of an earthquake occurring in continental litho-20

spheric mantle21

• Source depth of 75 ± 8 km places it conclusively below the Moho22

• Waveform similarity suggests the only aftershock occurred at a23

similar depth24

1 Introduction25

The occurrence and significance of earthquakes in the mantle lithosphere26

of stable continental regions has been a subject of much debate (e.g. Chen27

and Molnar, 1983; Wong and Chapman, 1990; Zhu and Helmberger, 1996;28

Maggi et al., 2000; Chen and Yang, 2004; Priestley et al., 2008; Sloan and29

Jackson, 2012), with their existence and location being used to argue for30

different rheological models for the continental lithosphere (e.g. Chen and31

Molnar, 1983; Jackson et al., 2008; Burov, 2010). Whilst earthquakes in32

the mantle of oceanic lithosphere are commonplace (e.g. Wiens and Stein,33

1983; Craig et al., 2014), well-constrained examples from continental litho-34

sphere are comparatively rare. Confirmed earthquakes in the continental35

mantle are limited to Utah (Zandt and Richins, 1979), northern Australia36

(Sloan and Jackson, 2012), and potentially northern India and Tibet (Chen37

and Molnar, 1983; Zhu and Helmberger, 1996; Chen and Yang, 2004; Priest-38

ley et al., 2008; Craig et al., 2012), although the precise location of deep39

earthquakes with respect to the local Moho in this latter case remains uncer-40

tain. Occasional other earthquakes at mantle depths in continental areas are41

reported in routine earthquake catalogues (e.g. International Seismological42

Centre, 2012; Engdahl et al., 1998). However, given the degree of precision43

required to differentiate earthquakes in the crust and uppermost mantle, and44

the uncertainties in such techniques, these often prove to be false or unveri-45

fyable when subjected to more detailed analyses aimed specifically at depth46

determination (Maggi et al., 2000; Engdahl et al., 2006). How widespread47
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mantle seismicity in continental regions may be, and the depth extent over48

which it can occur, therefore remains a topic severely limited by a paucity of49

high-quality observational constraints.50

As a result of the well-established thermal control on brittle failure of the51

lithosphere, potential mantle earthquakes in stable continental regions are52

expected to concentrate in the uppermost (and therefore coldest) few kms53

of the mantle, close to the Moho. The confirmation of an earthquake as oc-54

curring in mantle lithosphere, rather than in the overlying lower crust, thus55

typically requires precise knowledge of both the depth of the earthquake, and56

the depth of the Moho in the source region. Uncertainties in both parame-57

ters often result in earthquake depths within error of the local Moho, which58

cannot be conclusively identified as either crustal or mantle in origin.59

Here, we present a comprehensive seismological study of an earthquake60

located near the Wind River range in central Wyoming, identified by the61

NEIC Preliminary Determination of Epicenters bulletin (NEIC hereafter) as62

having a potentially mantle origin. The location of this earthquake, within63

the continental United States, and the large amount of high-quality seismic64

data available make it ideal for a detailed analysis to confirm the prelimi-65

nary NEIC depth. We combine regional seismological estimates of the earth-66

quake focal mechanism and depth with teleseismic depth phase observations67

from both individual broadband stations and from small-to-medium aper-68

ture multi-instrument arrays to present conclusive evidence in favour of a69

hypocentre located significantly below the base of the crust in this region,70

well into the lithospheric mantle. We then briefly discuss the regional con-71

text of this earthquake, and how it may impact on current models for the72

rheology of continental lithosphere.73

2 The 2013 Wind River Earthquake74

This paper focuses on an earthquake that occurred in central Wyoming,75

between the Wind River Range and Wind River Basin (Figure 1). The76

Wind River region is relatively seismically quiescent, with instrumentally77

recorded seismicity, covering a period of ∼ 60 years, rarely exceeding ML78
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4, and only once having reached ML 5. The region lies within the central79

Wyoming Craton, near the complex western boundary of the cold, stable80

lithosphere which underlies much of northern North America, west of the81

Rocky Mountains (e.g. Sigloch, 2011; Porritt et al., 2014). The present day82

topography largely reflects deformation during the Late Cretaceous/Jurassic83

Laramide orogeny, of which the Wind River mountains represent a distal84

part. The Range itself is a basement-cored uplift, bounded by major (but85

inactive) crustal faults on its southwestern side, within the ArcheanWyoming86

craton. The centre of the range comprises crystalline rocks of Archean age.87

The Wind River basin contains Paleozoic sediments, overlying the Archean88

basement. At present, the region is tectonically inactive, with the nearest89

region of significant seismicity being that related to the Yellowstone Hotspot90

(and associated track), some 200 km to the northwest.91

At 13:16:33 UTC on the 21st September 2013, a moderate magnitude92

earthquake (MW ∼ 4.8) was reported in the area of the Wind River Range,93

Wyoming (42.974◦N, 109.128◦W; NEIC). Initial estimates of the earthquake94

depth, based on routine travel time inversion (NEIC) and surface and very-95

long-period body-wave inversion (www.globalcmt.org) indicated that this96

earthquake originated in the mantle lithosphere, at between 70 and 80 km.97

Hypocentral locations from both catalogues indicate a source beneath the98

margin between the mountains and the adjacent basin. Here, we undertake99

a detailed investigation aimed at confirming a source location in the mantle100

lithosphere for this earthquake.101

A single aftershock was reported by the NEIC, occurring two hours after102

the initial earthquake. The reported catalogue depth of this event is similar103

(71 km) to that reported for the mainshock (76 km). Whilst the magnitude of104

this earthquake (ML 3.0) makes it too small to be analysed with the methods105

employed here to study the mainshock, we use similarity in S -P arrival times106

and in apparent vector slowness across a regional array, to suggest that its107

depth is similar to that of the mainshock.108
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3 Earthquake source parameters109

3.1 Velocity model110

The seismological analyses conducted in this study are all heavily dependent111

on the near-source velocity structure. In the case of the regional inversion,112

a layered 1-dimensional model is used to calculate Greens functions for the113

computation of synthetic seismograms. For stations at greater distances, the114

same model is used to calculate depth-phase delay times and synthetic wave-115

forms. The use of a simple one-dimensional velocity model fails to account116

for lateral variations in the velocity structure around the source. However,117

the precise details of the local velocity structure are largely unknown, and118

cannot be included accurately. The velocity model used (Table S1) is based119

on the “Western US” model used by Herrmann et al. (2011), who modified120

an earlier model developed by the University of Utah in the Yellowstone121

area, in order to fit regional surface-wave dispersion measurements across122

Wyoming and Utah. Our principle modifications to this model arise from123

accounting for the local Moho depth, particularly relevant for the accurate124

conversion of depth-phase delay times to a source depth, and minor changes125

to the nearest-surface layer to match teleseismic sP -phase amplitudes.126

Moho depth in the region is known to vary on a local scale between127

∼ 40 km under the Wind River Range, to ∼ 50 km under the adjacent128

basin, based on a the results of the Deep Probe seismic transect (Snelson129

et al., 1998). This range of crustal thickness estimates is comparable to those130

determined through a combination of surface wave dispersion measurements131

and teleseismic receiver functions (42–50 km; Shen et al., 2013). In our132

preferred model, we take an intermediate crustal thickness value of 45 km133

(Table S1).134

We further alter the velocities in the near-surface layer slightly from the135

original model of Herrmann et al. (2011), to improve the amplitude fit of the136

synthetic seismograms calculated in Section 3.7, in particular the amplitudes137

of the sP phase.138
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3.2 Regional waveform inversion139

To determine a source mechanism, and for an initial estimate of the source140

depth, we employ a time-domain regional waveform inversion routine (based141

on that of Herrmann, 2013). We select available data from broadband and142

high-gain seismometers within 600 km of the NEIC earthquake epicentre.143

Seismograms, with the station response removed, are subjected to a four-pole144

Butterworth filter, with a pass band in the range 0.02–0.08 Hz. This fre-145

quency range has the advantage of removing sensitivity to short-wavelength146

variations in the velocity structure which, as stated earlier, are not included147

in our regional velocity model.148

Greens functions are calculated by wavenumber integration for the ve-149

locity model described above for event-station distances based on the sep-150

aration between available stations and the NEIC earthquake location (see151

Figure 1(b)). Synthetic seismograms are then created for each station based152

on the Greens functions for the epicentral distance, assuming a simple pulse153

source, and filtered for the same frequency range used for the observed data.154

We also assume that the source mechanism can be appropriately represented155

by a double-couple, and calculate the relative amplitudes of the synthetic156

seismograms appropriately.157

Alignment between observed and synthetic waveforms is based on the first158

P -wave arrival, calculated for the synthetic waveform, and manually picked159

on the observed waveform prior to filtering. To account for potential errors160

in the onset determination, a timeshift of up to 0.5 seconds is allowed during161

inversion, with the optimum shift being determined by maximising a cross162

correlation function between the synthetic and observed seismograms over163

the ±0.5 s window around the picked arrival.164

The fit in for each set of synthetic seismograms is determined using the165

function (fr) such that166

fr(θ, δ, φ, z) = 1−
(
∑N

i

∑

j uijsij)
2

(
∑N

i

∑

j u
2

ij)(
∑N

i

∑

j s
2

ij)
(1)

where uij and sij are the jth sample of ith observed and synthetic wave-167
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forms respectively, for a total of a total of N observed waveforms, and θ,δ,φ,z168

are the strike, dip, rake, and source depth.169

A best-fit solution is determined for each depth increment through a170

grid search over a parameter range encompassing the full range of possible171

mechanism parameters in 5◦ increments for strike, dip and rake. Seismic172

moment is calculated based on the best-fit amplitude scaling for the synthetic173

seismograms. Best-fit mechanisms are determined for the depth range 1 –174

150 km, in 1 km increments. Figure 2 shows the results of this inversion.175

A clear minimum is seen in the misfit with depth at 78 km, with the176

source parameters θ = 060◦, δ = 60◦, φ = 025◦, MW = 4.72. The source177

mechanism is in good agreement with that determined by the gCMT project178

(www.globalcmt.org), and is largely independent of the source depth. Using179

a similar method, Frolich et al. (2015) reported a best-fit regional source180

depth of 72–76 km, depending on the precise details of the velocity model181

used, again in good agreement with our results.182

Given the uncertainties present in the velocity model, particularly for183

the depth of the Moho, we perform similar inversions for a range of velocity184

models with Moho depths ranging from 40 – 50 km (based on increasing the185

thickness of the lowest crustal layer in Table S1). Minimum misfit source186

depths for this range vary from 75 to 84 km, and are all contained within a187

relatively broad but well-defined minima in the misfit function. In all cases,188

the minimum misfit source depths are > 25 km below the Moho, and there189

is minimal variation in the best-fit source mechanism.190

Similarly, we undertake a series of separate inversions based on the differ-191

ent catalogue epicenters available, with a maximum horizontal separation of192

50 km. Locations within ∼ 25 km of the NEIC epicenter result in only minor193

variations in the minimum misfit, little change in mechanism, and a variation194

in best-fit depth of ≤ 3 km. At greater variations in epicenter, misfit begins195

to increase sharply, verifying the applicability of the NEIC epicenter to within196

∼25 km. This relative insensitivity to small changes in epicentral location is197

likely due to a combination of the removal of absolute travel times from the198

inversion, the uneven distribution of stations around the focal sphere, and199

the lack of stations close (.140 km) to the source, due to saturation of the200
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few seismometers at closer distances.201

To assist in the investigation of potential source processes behind this202

earthquake, we test how appropriate the assumption of a double-couple203

source is by also inverting at each depth for a best-fit unconstrained moment204

tensor, allowing the incorporation of volumetric and deviatoric components205

into the source mechanism. Whilst this does lead to a slight improvement206

in the fit to the data, the percentage non-double-couple component remains207

low in all cases (< 15%), and the orientation of the double-couple component208

being similar to that from the inversion for a pure double-couple source, and209

the best-fit depth differs by 1 km from the pure double-couple case. As a210

result, we conclude that the marginal decrease in misfit does not warrant the211

inclusion of a non-double-couple component.212

3.3 Depth phase analyses213

Whilst short-range regional waveform inversion allows us to place initial con-214

straints on the earthquake depth, the misfit minimum remains broad, with215

a wide range of possible depths capable of fitting the observed waveforms216

well. Figures S1 and S2 show waveform misfits for the best-fit mechanisms217

at ±10 and ±20 km relative to the minimum misfit depth. As these figures218

demonstrate, variations of ≤ 10 km in depth produce little change in misfit to219

the minimum, and it is only at larger variations that significant differences220

between regional waveforms emerge. Whilst this strongly indicates a sub-221

crustal source, a significant increase in the precision of the estimated source222

depth can be derived from the delay times of depth phases (near-source223

surface reflections), relative to the direct arrival, in seismograms recorded224

at teleseismic distances from the earthquake source. The use of data at225

large epicentral distances allows the path followed by the direct arrival and226

depth phases following their reflection to be taken as approximately the same.227

Depths derived from this methodology are independent of the absolute travel228

time and the velocity structure along the majority of the raypath, and depend229

only on the above-source velocity structure.230

We select broadband seismograms at epicentral distances appropriate for231
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the observation of depth phases (20 – 90◦) from regions where such phases232

are expected to be of high amplitude, and hence observable, based on the233

radiation pattern for the focal mechanism derived from the regional inver-234

sion. We split these observations into two categories – those stations at 30235

– 90◦, where depth phases delay times are expected to be unique for each236

phase, and those stations at 20 – 30◦, where depth phases, whilst still present237

and interpretable, may not be unique in their arrival times due to potential238

triplications, depending on the precise nature of the whole-Earth velocity239

structure.240

Figures 3 and S3 show selected seismograms where depth-phase arrivals241

are visible for the 20 – 30◦ distance range. On all the stations shown, a clear242

arrival can be identified within 1s of the predicted pP arrival time for a depth243

of 75 km. Whilst in some cases this arrival is a short isolated pulse (e.g.,244

TKL, D52A), in many cases, it is followed by a complex series of arrivals over245

the following ∼5s, consistent with predicted triplicate arrivals. On a number246

of stations, a subsequent arrival coincident with the predicted sP time can247

be identified (e.g., ODNJ, NCB, G54A, T53A).248

Figure 4 shows teleseismic waveforms where depth-phases can be observed249

without the complication of phase triplications. Whilst, due to attenuation,250

the signals become increasingly less clear with distance from the source, ar-251

rivals consistent with the pP arrival time (±2s) can be seen at a number of252

stations (e.g., ABKAR, SMRT, SIV, LPAZ). Similarly, arrivals at the ap-253

proximate time predicted for the sP phase can also be seen, although more254

rarely (e.g, LVZ, CCB, MLY, COLA).255

On several stations shown on Figures 3 and 4, low-amplitude arrivals can256

be identified at ∼ 8s after the direct P -wave arrival (e.g., G54A, M54A,257

LPAZ, CCB, MLY). Whilst interpreting such low amplitude phases is com-258

plex, we note that these are at the expected time for depth-phase reflections259

from the Moho, given the uncertainty in the depth of this interface.260
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3.4 Waveform analysis from array data261

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, we also make use of available small-to-262

medium aperture array data at teleseismic distances (one in Europe, three263

in Asia, and one in North America). The locations of these arrays are shown264

on Figure 4 by the blue circles. The results of the analysis of these arrays265

are shown on Figure 5.266

In each case, data from across the array are beamformed using the ex-267

pected backazimuth and slowness for the direct P arrival. To aid in identi-268

fying coherent signals across the array, we employ the F -statistic tests de-269

scribed in Heyburn and Bowers (2008). Following Blandford (1974), the270

F -statistic is defined as the power of the beam divided by the average differ-271

ence between each individual trace in the array (after time-shifting) and the272

beam, time-averaged over a boxcar window, such that:273

F (t) = (N − 1)

∑M

t=1
û(t)2

(

1

N

∑N

i=1

∑M

t=1
ui(t)2 −

∑M

t=1
û(t)2

) (2)

where N denotes the number of traces used, ui(t) denotes the amplitude274

from instrument i at time t, û(t) the beam, and M represents averaging over275

a boxcar window of width M seconds. The arrival of coherent signals at the276

slowness and azimuth used in constructing the beam results in large values277

of F, whereas when only random, uncorrelated noise is present, F is expected278

to tend to 1.279

For each array, we also construct vespagrams, assessing the incoming sig-280

nal coherence (via the F -statistic) as a function of time and ray parameter, to281

confirm that the signals being received are originating from the correct geo-282

graphic region (Figure 5). Spatial resolution for the signal source is relatively283

poor, due to the small aperture width of the arrays used, particularly for the284

smaller arrays at MKAR, PETK and USRK (apertures of ∼4 km). How-285

ever, similarities between the apparent slowness of the direct arrival and of286

later arriving signals serves to confirm that the interpreted signal is not back-287

ground noise, and is not a coherent signal from another spatially-separated288

source.289
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A clear pP arrival can be seen in both the beam and the F -trace at ESDC,290

and this is then followed by a low amplitude, high coherence signal consistent291

with sP. The sP phase is particularly clear in both the beam and F -trace at292

ILAR and USRK. MKAR and PETK also show evidence for low-amplitude,293

high-coherence arrivals, although in both cases they are slightly later than294

predicted. All arrays show the arrival of low amplitude signals, low coherence295

arrivals at other points in the waveform, both before and after the much larger296

amplitude depth phase arrivals. Whilst the vespagrams demonstrate that297

these are indeed coherent signals originating from the approximate source298

region, given their similar apparent slownesses to the direct arrival, due to299

their low amplitude, we interpret these as Moho/intracrustal reflections and300

conversions, arising from impedance contrasts in either the near-source or301

near receiver velocity structure.302

In both the single-station data shown in Figure 4 and in the array data on303

Figure 5 a single depth value is unable to precisely match the observed depth304

phase delay times at all stations, with discrepancies for our best-fit depth305

(75 km, based on the optimum fit to predicted arrival times) ranging up to306

2 seconds. This likely represents the three-dimensional nature of the near-307

source velocity structure, which is not well modelled, and is not accounted for308

in the one-dimensional velocity model used in predicting phase arrival times.309

This effect is rarely a significant problem with shallow earthquakes, as the310

velocity structure along the depth-phase raypath for stations on difference311

sides of the focal sphere is little different, but at the extreme depth of this312

earthquake, depth phase bounce-points may be separated by 10’s of km at313

the surface, which, in the case of this earthquake, can mean the difference314

between a depth phases passing through the basement-cored Wind River315

mountains, or through the sedimentary Wind River basement, with different316

velocity structures, and different elevations.317

Given the azimuthal variation seen in the precise arrival times of depth318

phases, with a single depth unable to fit exactly all arrival times (see Figures319

3,4,5), an error bound on our best-fit source depth of ± 8 km is calculated320

based on assuming a depth optimising the fits to all depth phase observa-321

tions (underpredicting the delays in some case, overpredicting in others, and322
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assuming an uncertainty in our velocity model of 10%). This uncertainty323

interval is consistent with the width of the misfit minima in the regional324

waveform inversion (Figure 2), and its variaton with reasonable changes in325

the location and velocity structure.326

3.5 Focal mechanism estimation using relative ampli-327

tude methods328

In studies of small to moderate size earthquakes, the relative amplitude329

method (Pearce, 1977, 1980) is often used to find orientations of the double-330

couple source that are compatible with the observed polarities and ampli-331

tudes of the phases P, pP and sP. In the relative amplitude method, as332

a result of microseismic noise and the interference of other phases arriving333

at similar times, there is some uncertainty in the amplitude of an observed334

phase. A nominal box-car probability function is used to define upper and335

lower amplitude bounds within which the true amplitude of each observed336

phase is judged to lie. As long as the focal mechanism is compatible with337

the observed polarities, and the computed relative amplitudes of P, pP and338

sP fall within the upper and lower relative amplitude bounds of the observed339

phases, the focal mechanism is deemed compatible.340

We take eight vertical component seismograms from teleseismic stations341

with clear phase arrivals distributed around the focal sphere (discarding sev-342

eral where multiple observations from similar locations are available – e.g.,343

Alaska). Table S2 gives the polarities and range of amplitudes assigned to344

direct P and the depth phase pP for the Wind River earthquake. The polar-345

ity of P could only be confidently determined from unfiltered seismograms346

for three of the eight stations. Amplitude observations are not included for347

MKAR as the IASPEI 1991 model predicts that the phase pPcP will arrive348

at a similar time to pP, making the accurate measurement of the ampli-349

tude of pP difficult. We also do not include amplitudes for sP as this phase350

is very sensitive to the above-source structure and given the depth of the351

source and the uncertainty in the above-source wavespeeds and densities it352

is possible that acceptable focal mechanisms could be accidentally deemed353
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incompatible.354

Following the results of our regional tests for the importance of volumetric355

or deviatoric components of the moment tensor, we assume the Wind River356

earthquake is a double-couple source, and perform a grid search through357

orientation parameter space for solutions satisfying the relative amplitude358

bounds in Table S2 using increments of 5◦ for strike, dip and rake. We359

calculate the take-off angles of P and S using the wavespeed model in Table360

S1. As the data are relative amplitudes, the absolute scalar moment cannot361

be determined with this method.362

Figure 6(a) is the vector plot (Pearce, 1977) displaying the range of363

compatible double-couple solutions. Vector plots display orientations of the364

double-couple (in the co-ordinate system of Pearce 1977, such that strike=σ[0◦,360◦],365

dip=δ[0◦,180◦], slip=ψ[0◦,180◦]) by plotting each compatible mechanism ori-366

entation as a unit vector drawn at an angle σ from the Cartesian point367

(ψ, δ). The existence of many focal mechanisms that are compatible with368

the observations supports our interpretation that the source is at a depth369

of approximately 75 km (in effect, supporting the correct identification of370

depth phases at times consistent with this depth). The teleseismic body371

wave observations do not however constrain the source orientation very well.372

Compatible focal mechanisms in the vector plot in Figure 6(a) include pure373

reverse faults, horizontal faults and dip-slip faults. The poor constraint is374

perhaps due to the low number of polarity observations, however normal375

faults are deemed incompatible due to the positive polarity observations at376

ILAR, PETK and MKAR.377

3.6 Combined focal mechanism378

To improve the constraint a set of observations places on the focal mecha-379

nism it is often preferable to use data observed at a range of distances and380

azimuths. For example, a detailed analysis of a small to moderate size earth-381

quake in China (Selby et al., 2005) showed that while the teleseismic body382

wave data poorly constrains the strike of reverse faults, this can be resolved if383

surface wave data are included in the analysis. Many studies have therefore384
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estimated the source parameters of seismic sources by combining regional385

and teleseismic waveforms (e.g., Baker and Doser, 1988; Holt and Wallace,386

1987; Heyburn and Fox, 2010).387

Figure 6(a) showed that there are many focal mechanisms which are com-388

patible with the observed polarities and amplitudes of the phases P and pP.389

The teleseismic body waves on their own do not therefore adequately con-390

strain the focal mechanism. Figure 6(b) shows focal mechanisms on a lower391

hemisphere stereographic projection which have a misfit within 10% of the392

minimum misfit found in the regional inversion. Whilst the regionally-derived393

focal mechanism is better constrained than for the teleseismic body waves,394

ranges of 45◦ to 70◦ for the strike, 35◦ to 85◦ for the dip and -10◦ to 40◦ for395

the rake (co-ordinate system of Aki and Richards, 1980) mean there is still396

a reasonable degree of uncertainty. To better constrain the focal mechanism397

we search the full covariance matrices from our two independent mechanism398

grid searches for focal mechanisms which are compatible with the observed399

polarities and amplitudes of the phases P and pP and also have a misfit400

within 10% of the minimum misfit found in the regional inversion. Accept-401

able solutions are those which fit all observed polarities, and have relative402

amplitudes for teleseismic phases within the uncertainty bounds as specified403

in Table S2, and which have misfits in the regional inversion within 10% of404

the minimum misfit. The lower hemisphere stereographic projection in Fig-405

ure 6(c) shows the focal mechanism orientations which meet these criteria406

– only nine parameter combinations, on our 5◦ parameter grid. The focal407

mechanism is now well constrained with ranges of 50◦ to 60◦ for the strike,408

75◦ to 85◦ for the dip and 30◦ to 40◦ for the rake thus demonstrating the409

usefulness of combining the two datasets. Our preferred focal mechanism410

has θ = 55◦, δ = 75◦ and φ = 35◦ (Figure 6(d)) and is chosen as in the411

regional inversion it has the lowest misfit of the nine focal mechanisms also412

compatible with the teleseismic relative amplitudes and polarities, displayed413

in Figure 6(c).414

In all cases, regions where large-amplitude pP depth phases are observed415

(Eastern US, Figure 3; South America and the Caribbean, Figure 4), these416

are predicted by the radiation pattern (see Figures 3, 4) from our combined417
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mechanism, even for stations not used in the relative amplitude calculations,418

reinforcing that these phases have been correctly identified, and are not sP419

phases from a shallower source depth. The same match between observation420

and prediction is also qualitatively true for sP observations in Alaska and421

Asia, despite these not being included in the relative amplitude calculations.422

Regional waveform synthetics for this combined mechanism are shown in423

blue on Figure 2. Differences between the best regional-only focal mecha-424

nism, and the waveforms for the combined mechanism at the teleseismically-425

constrained soruce depth are only significant on the vertical components of426

DUG and RLMT, where the combined mechanism underpredicts the ampli-427

tude of the Rayleigh wave, although we note that the signal-to-noise ratio at428

both stations is poor, and both stations are located close to nodal planes.429

3.7 Waveform synthetics430

To evaluate our best-fit focal mechanism, synthetic teleseismic P wave seis-431

mograms are calculated for our preferred focal mechanism at our best-fit432

overall source depth of 75 km. The short-period teleseismic P wave seismo-433

grams are calculated using the method of Douglas et al. (1972), and the finite434

source model of Savage (1966). Figure 7 shows the observed and synthetic435

short-period vertical component P waveforms calculated using the combined436

model source parameters and the source region structure in Table S1. As pP437

and particularly sP are particularly sensitive to the above-source structure,438

to improve the fit of the synthetic seismograms to the observed data, the439

thickness and wavespeed of the top sediment layer is modified slightly from440

the original model of Herrmann et al. (2011).441

To match the scalar moment obtained from the regional inversion, a cir-442

cular fault (Savage, 1966, model) with a radius of 0.85 km and a stress drop443

of 100 bars is used. Amplitude losses due to anelastic attenuation in the444

mantle are made using values of t* between 0.38 and 0.75. These values (de-445

tailed on Figure 7) have been chosen so that the amplitude of the teleseismic446

synthetic waveforms generated using our combined source model match the447

observed amplitudes of teleseismic P -waves. However, we note that using a448
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different set of elastic parameters in our regional inversion (which constrains449

the scalar moment) would result in a different moment, and require different450

t* values.451

The fit of the synthetic seismograms to the observed is mostly good.452

At SMRT, LPAZ, PTGA, and ESDC, the low amplitude P and large pP453

are modelled well. The large amplitude sPs at ILAR and USRK are also454

modelled well. At PETK where a simple seismogram is observed with no clear455

pP or sP, again the synthetic seismogram is in good agreement. At MKAR456

amplitude measurements were not included in the relative amplitude analysis457

however there is reasonable agreement between the observed and synthetic458

seismograms with P being the dominant phase on both seismograms. On the459

observed seismograms at MKAR two low amplitude arrivals are observed 21460

sec and 33 sec after P. This is later than the arrivals interpreted as pP and461

sP at many of the other teleseismic stations which arrive at 18 sec and 28462

sec. However as discussed above, pPcP and sPcP are predicted to arrive at a463

similar time to pP and sP so these two arrivals observed at MKAR may not464

in fact be pP and sP. The method of Douglas et al. (1972) does not model465

PcP and its depth phases so they are not seen on the synthetic seismograms.466

Synthetic waveform polarities at LPAZ and ESDC appear that they may467

be incorrect. The application of a bandpass filter distorts the waveform468

(Douglas, 1997), and polarities were not clearly identifiable on the unfiltered469

trace, hence polarities at these stations were not included the mechanism470

inversion. We note that ESDC lies close for the P -wave nodal plane, and471

hence polarity reversal would require only a small change in orientation. We472

also note the potential for distortion due to filtering to be different between473

the synthetic and observed, due to an inaccurate representation of the source474

duration and rupture history.475

3.8 Analysis of the aftershock using Pinedale array476

data477

Finally, we make use of the location of the short-period array (vertical com-478

ponent only) and single broadband station (three-component) at Pinedale,479
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WY, located on the south side of the Wind River Range (see Figure 1.b), and480

in close proximity to the earthquake epicentre (∼ 42 km). In particular, we481

use this array to examine the aftershock reported by the NEIC at 15:15:34482

UTC, approximately two hours after the main Wind River earthquake, and483

with a similar catalogue location. Whilst the small magnitude of the after-484

shock (MW 3) makes is unsuitable for the analyses conducted so far in this485

paper, the proximity of Pinedale to both earthquakes means that a clear486

signal was recorded for both events. Figure 8(a) shows the unfiltered three-487

component waveforms from the broadband seismometer at Pinedale, aligned488

by the P arrival, and clearly demonstrates that the delay time between P and489

S arrivals for the mainshock event (red waveforms) is virtually identical to490

that for the aftershock (blue waveforms). A similar figure using all the short-491

period data from the Pinedale array is included in supplementary material492

(Figure S4). Figure 8(b) then shows the relative inter-station delay times for493

arrivals between short-period instruments within the Pinedale array. Delay494

times were calculated using picks for the initial peak, rather than the onset495

as for both earthquakes the onsets are low amplitude and difficult to pick496

meaning that onset picks could potentially be affected by variable noise levels497

across the array. The sampling interval for these instruments is 0.05 seconds498

and all inter-channel delays are within one sample of being the same for both499

the mainshock and aftershock, indicating that the apparent vector slowness500

across the array is the same for both events. Given the similarities in the501

delay time between P and S arrivals (in effect, the event-station distance),502

and in the apparent vector slowness, it is highly likely that the two events503

occurred in close proximity to each other. Hence, we conclude that the af-504

tershock likely had a similar depth to the mainshock, and was also located505

in the lithospheric mantle.506

4 Discussion507

The depth of this earthquake (75 ± 8 km) makes it the second deepest508

earthquake yet identified in a stable continental region (excluding the special509

case of the India-Asia collision zone). The depth of the Moho in this areas is510
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well constrained from combined surface-wave dispersion and receiver function511

studies, with local crustal thicknesss between 42 and 50 km (Shen et al.,512

2013). Hence, this earthquake occurred well within the mantle, and likely513

over 20 km deeper than the base of the crust. We are aware of only two other514

comparable earthquakes, occurring at significant depths into the continental515

mantle lithosphere: the 1979 Randolphe, Utah, earthquake at 90 km (Zandt516

and Richins, 1979), & 40 km into the mantle, and the 2000 Arafura Sea517

earthquake, at 61 ± 4 km, ∼ 25 km into the mantle (Sloan and Jackson,518

2012).519

The extreme depth of this earthquake poses some interesting questions520

as to how it fits within our understanding of the rheology of the continental521

mantle, although the isolated nature of this earthquake makes it hard to draw522

any firm conclusions as to the underlying causative process. One possibility523

is that this earthquake may result from the migration of fluids within the524

mantle.525

Microseismic activity in a variety of volcanic regions have been reported526

at depths significantly greater than would ordinarily be expected for seis-527

mogenesis – a phenomena typically ascribed to the high strain rates present528

during the movement of magma allowing the seismogenic, brittle failure of529

rocks at temperature where they normally deform in a ductile manner at530

lower tectonic strain rates (e.g. Keir et al., 2009; Reyners et al., 2007; Lin-531

denfeld and Rümpker, 2011). The Wind River range is not an area of active532

surface volcanism, and the earthquake considered here is some 200 km from533

the current location of the Yellowstone hotspot, and its associated volcan-534

ism, in northwestern Wyoming (see Figure 1). There is little evidence for any535

connectivity between the magmatically active areas around Yellowstone, and536

our earthquake, with no intervening seismicity or volcanism, and a significant537

change in the seismic velocities between the source region of our earthquake,538

and the region underlying Yellowstone (Schmandt and Humphries, 2010).539

In addition, such magma-related seismicity is typically of limited maximum540

magnitude. Simple scaling relationships suggest that the Wind River earth-541

quake ruptured an area of ≈ 106 m2. Whilst the relations governing such542

calculations are not strictly appropriate for magma-assisted earthquakes, the543
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scale of the rupture patch is inconsistent with a magmatically-driven source544

process. The relatively large magnitude, the predominantly double-couple545

source, and the lack of any progressive sequence of seismicity, all argue in546

favour of a tectonic, rather than a magmatic or fluid-related origin. However,547

we cannot completely rule out the possibility that this isolated earthquake is548

the result of the migration of some form of fluid, potentially either as a distal549

effect of the Yellowstone plume, or as a result of the background migration550

of small-fraction melts within the mantle lithosphere.551

The other main alternative, that this earthquake represents the brittle552

failure of the mantle as a result from tectonically-derived stresses, is similarly553

difficult to reconcile with our current understanding of continental seismogen-554

esis. The prevailing view, drawn principally from the strong age-dependence555

of the thermal structure and seismogenic thickness of oceanic lithosphere556

(Wiens and Stein, 1983; Craig et al., 2014), is that seismicity in the oceanic557

mantle persists to depths consistent with ≈ 600◦C. The continental man-558

tle earthquake under the epicratonic Arafura Sea was determined to lie near559

the boundary of a seismically-fast, cold region of lithosphere, with a probable560

temperature in the source region of close to, but less than, 600◦C (Sloan and561

Jackson, 2012). However, the location and depth of the Randolphe, Utah,562

earthquake are unlikely to be so cold, if a 1-dimensional, steady-state thermal563

structure is assumed (Wong and Chapman, 1990). For the area of the Wind564

River earthquake, the interaction of the Yellowstone plume with the edge of565

cratonic North America, and uncertainties about the precise location of this566

edge, makes the thermal structure of the lithosphere here, along the margins567

of stable North America, hard to assess in detail. However, we do note that568

the source region lies marginally within the faster wavespeed region of the569

North American mantle which underlies much of stable North America (e.g.570

Schmandt and Humphries, 2010; Sigloch, 2011; Schmandt and Lin, 2014), of-571

ten interpreted to represent cold, strong lithosphere, and within an area with572

relatively low surface heatflow (Mareschal and Jaupart, 2013). In addition,573

the mechanism orientation is consistent with an approximately N-S principle574

compressive stress direction, as demonstrated by the shallow regional seis-575

micity in this area (Herrmann et al., 2011), suggesting it may be a response576
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to the regionally coherent stress field. If indeed this earthquake is the result577

of brittle failure of the lithospheric mantle at close to 80 km depths, and578

hence is indicative of persistent lithospheric strength in this region to such579

depths, it poses some interesting geodynamic questions in terms of the forces580

required during the Laramide Orogeny to deform the Archean lithosphere in581

forming features such as the Wind River range. It would also suggest the582

potential for stable and extremely strong regions of the continental interior583

to experience extremely infrequent seismicity, presumably as a result of the584

long-term support of applied tectonic stresses.585

Several hypothesis have been suggested to explain the occurrence of inter-586

mediate and deep-focus earthquakes within subducting lithosphere at depths587

and temperature believed to be inconsistent with normal brittle failure (e.g.,588

transformational faulting, dehydration embrittlement, shear-heating). How-589

ever, we consider these mechanisms are unlikely to apply to the case of the590

Wind River earthquake, given its location within a region of ancient, appar-591

ently stable, steady-state lithosphere.592

5 Conclusion593

We present a robust set of seismological analyses, taking advantage from594

a high-quality, globally distributed, dataset, demonstrating that the MW595

4.7 2013 Wind River earthquake occurred at a depth of 75 ± 8 km, with596

strike=55◦, dip=75◦, rake=35◦. The depth of this earthquake places it some597

20-30 km below the Moho in this region, well within the continental litho-598

spheric mantle of North America. The interpretation of this in the context599

of the rheology of the continental mantle remains open to debate, due to the600

uncertain thermal structure along the craton boundary in this region, and601

the potential distal influence of the Yellowstone plume.602
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Figure 1: (a) Location map. Black points indicate seismicity from the NEIC cat-
alogue, scaled by magnitude. (b) Regional context. Black points are again NEIC
catalogue seismicity. Green mechanisms indicates the Wind River earthquake.
Yellow circle indicates the 1979 Randolphe, Utah, earthquake at 90 km depth
(Zandt and Richins, 1979). Red circles indicate the locations of regional seismic
stations used in the regional waveform inversion (Figurse 2, S1, S2). Blue circle
indicates the location of the Pinedale seismic array (PDAR) used in the aftershock
analysis (Figures 8, S4. (c) Simple geological context, highlighting the location of
the Wind River earthquake relative to the Wind River Range and Basin, and to
the present location of the Yellowstone hotspot.
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Figure 2: Results of the the regional waveform inversion. The panel in the top left
shows how misfit evolves with varying depth. Best-fit focal mechanisms (aligned
with ‘north’ along the misfit axis and ‘east’ along the depth axis) for a given depth
are shown only at 5 km intervals, for clarity. The minimum misfit solution and
depth are highlighted by the red focal mechanism and red bar. The remaining
panels show the waveform fits for the overall minimum misfit solution. X-axis
tick marks are 5 second intervals. Grey traces are observed data. Red traces are
the aligned synthetic waveforms for the best-fit model. Blue traces are aligned
synthetic waveforms for the mechanism determined by combination with the tele-
seismic relative amplitudes and polarities, at the depth consistent with the arrival
times of depth phases. Waveforms are grouped into vertical, radial and transverse
components, and are identifiable on Figure 1 by their station ID, shown on the
bottom left of each seismogram.
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Figure 3: Analysis of broadband records at 20 – 30◦ epicentral distance. Panels
(a) and (b) show the radiation patterns for pP and sP arrivals respectively, based
on the focal mechanism determined from the joint regional and teleseismic ampli-
tude inversion (shown by the green focal mechanism). Blue circles indicate the
location of the stations corresponding to the remaining panels of the figure, iden-
tified by station ID. Red circles indicate those seismograms included on Figure S2.
The remaining panels show broadband seismograms (bandpassed using a 4-pole
Butterworth filter for the frequency range indicated). Grey, blue, and green bars
indicate the predicted arrival times for P, pP, and sP phases respectively, calcu-
lated for a source depth of 75 km. If the station lies at an epicentral distance where
triplications are predicted, the first-arrival triplication is taken for each phase.
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Figure 4: Broadband teleseismic records. The top two panels show the radiation
patterns for pP and sP arrivals based on the focal mechanism determined from
the joint regional and teleseismic amplitude inversion (shown by the green focal
mechanism). Red circles show the location of single-station broadband seismome-
ters shown on this figure. Blue circles show the location of multi-instrument arrays
used in Figure 5. Lower panels shown broadband seismograms (bandpassed using a
4-pole Butterworth filter for the frequency range indicated). Grey, blue, and green
bars indicate the predicted arrival times for P, pP, and sP phases respectively,
calculated for a source depth of 75 km.
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Figure 5: (a) – (e) Seismic array analysis at teleseismic distances. Array locations
are identified by array ID on the radiation pattern plots on Figure 4. For each
array, the top panel shows the bandpassed beamformed seismogram, for the pass
band indicated, and at the azimuth and ray parameter predicted for the direct P
wave arrival. Grey, blue, and green bars indicate the predicted arrival times for
P, pP, and sP arrivals. The second panel shows the normalised F -statistic. The
final panel shows a the F -statistic as a function of time and slowness. Grey, blue
and green points show the predicted arrival times in time and slowness space for
P, pP, and sP.
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Figure 6: (a) Vector plot (Pearce, 1977) for the 21 September 2013 Wyoming
earthquake showing the orientations of double-couples which are consistent with
the observed polarities and amplitude bounds in Table S2. The lower-hemisphere
stereographic projection shows the focal mechanism with the lowest calculated
misfit in the regional inversion which is consistent with the observed polarities and
amplitude bounds (shaded quadrants show compressional polarity). The coordi-
nate system used is that of (Pearce, 1977). (b-d) Lower hemisphere stereographic
projections showing: (b) Focal mechanisms which have a misfit within 10% of the
minimum misfit in the regional inversion. (c) Focal mechanisms which have a mis-
fit within 10% of the minimum misfit in the regional inversion and are compatible
with the observed teleseismic body-wave polarities and amplitude bounds in Table
S2. (d) Our preferred source orientation with stations used in the teleseismic body
wave analysis marked on the projection. The positions of these stations are calcu-
lated using the take-off angles of P predicted by the IASPEI 1991 model (Kennett,
1991) for a source depth of 75 km.
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Figure 7: Observed (black) and synthetic (red) vertical component short-period
waveforms calculated for our preferred source mechanism. The observed and syn-
thetic seismograms have all been converted to a Yellowknife short-period response
and have been filtered with a passband of 0.5-3.5 Hz. At each station the seis-
mograms are plotted on a common amplitude scale. The values of t* used in the
calculation of each synthetic seismogram are reported on the lower left corner of
each panel.
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Figure 8: (a) Unfiltered broadband seismograms for the 3-component broadband
seismometer at Pinedale for the main Wind River event (red) and the subsequent
aftershock (blue). Traces are aligned on the P -wave arrival and amplitudes are
normalised. Note that the S-wave arrival for the mainshock saturates the seis-
mometer. (b) Relative delay times for P -wave arrivals at the short-period seis-
mometers within the 13-instrument Pinedale array. Seismometer sampling rate is
0.05 seconds.
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